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 Explore the galaxy in your chosen path, from imperial or rebel to a neutral Neutral, and face unique dangers, challenges and
enemies to show your opponents who's boss.What's new with the DLC Season Pass? The Stormtrooper Armour Pack gives you
full access to the stormtrooper armor sets, and various emblems from the Outer Rim territories. Also included is the ability to

fly a StarViper T-70 X-Wing. The Crystal Starfighter Pack lets you fly the StarViper T-70 X-Wing, the Imperial Raider E-Wing
starfighter and your own Super Star Destroyer. The Resistance Trooper Armor Pack includes the standard trooper armor set,
and access to the EMP weapon and the Super Star Destroyer. It is now compatible with the Season Pass! Buy it today and get

access to all DLC Star Wars Battlefront 2 expansions, together for the discounted price! In the end of May we release The
Legendary Starfighter, a full-blown single-player campaign in Star Wars Battlefront 2. In this expansion, players will take the

role of the legendary X-Wing pilot Wedge Antilles and fight the First Order’s Imperial Star Destroyer, the Super Star Destroyer
Executor. This new content is the direct follow up to the Rebel Assault expansion, and will take players to new locations and
missions that will add to the story of Star Wars Battlefront 2. The all new character, the The Legendary Starfighter, joins the

ranks of the players, helping to make their way to victory in Star Wars Battlefront 2. The new content will be launched with the
Season Pass and include: - X-Wing vs. TIE Fighter - X-Wing vs. TIE Fighter Legendary Edition - First Order Super Star

Destroyer - First Order Imperial Shuttle - Galactic Assault Campaign The all new character, the The Legendary Starfighter,
joins the ranks of the players, helping 82157476af
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